Innovative technology driving fleets forward.

Connect to the information you need.
T h e data i s t h e r e . yo u j u s t n e e d a w ay to coll e ct i t.
Organizations using a Collective Data fleet and asset management
software solution understand this, and they are able to make better,
data-driven decisions that positively effect their fleet’s bottom-line
and boost productivity.

improve preventative maintenance on your equipment, effectively
manage your parts inventory, get the reports you need, and much
more. Let less slip between the cracks and have the confidence
that your fleet is running at it’s maximum potential.

As costs continue to rise and budgets are cut, you need a solution
that helps you keep things under control. Collective Data software
helps you get the most out of the equipment you already have and
know when you need to replace it. You’ll gain the tools you need to

A Collective Data software solution is able to meet your needs
directly through a variety of standard features and optional
modules for additional functionality. An overview of some of the
software’s capabilities are listed in the diagram below.

How Fleet & Equipment Managers benefit:
• Better preventative maintenance and inspection scheduling.
• Work order tracking and access to complete vehicle histories.
• Track labor costs and costs per mile.
• E-mail notification system for all scheduled items due to expire.
• Better management of parts inventory, purchase orders, and more.
• Save money by claiming more warranties on parts and equipment.
• Attach images and documents related to any asset for quick access.
• Automated and manual fuel management options.
• Stay DOT and OSHA compliant by automatically scheduling driver
license renewals, certificates, physicals, and vehicle inspections.
• A variety of report options help find ways to be more efficient.
• Streamline the shop floor and help mechanics be more productive.
• Much more.

Gain a better look into Operations:
• 100+ reports, ad-hoc reports, graphs, and custom report options.
• Watch as the life of equipment improves and downtime decreases.
• Identify and manage over/under utilized vehicles.
• Reduce and control operating costs.
• Identify problem units quickly and have the data needed to take action.
• Have the data needed to justify a new equipment purchase.
• Increase operational accountability.
• Much more.
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Your success is our goal.
“I can’t imagine running the fleet today without Collective Data. The software follows my process and the
information is readily available to make proactive, cost-saving
decisions.”
- Patrick Bartole, Fleet Manager, New Jersey City University

“We were able to compile information from three systems into one and eliminate duplicate work.”
- Julie Snyder, Equipment Asset Coordinator, Croell Redi-Mix

“The efficiency of the software has allowed me to spend my time doing other things that benefit the fleet and
the company.”
- Dave Leicht, Fleet Manager, Emergycare Inc.

“We really enjoy your product. It’s as simple and intuitive as I had hoped when we first installed it and the
upgrades have been useful. On top of that, your support team offers quick, accurate resolution to the few
issues that arise.”
- Rebecca Towne, Administration Manager, Green Mountain Power

“The Collective Data program has been responsible for a significant part of my overall
success in simply getting my job done! A number of specialized reports have allowed me to communicate
essential information to all the departments within our tribal government and tribal enterprises, and it has
allowed our organization to be much more efficient.”
- Lorri Smith, Ute Mountain Tribe Fleet Manager

“The software has affected how we manage our daily workload, which in turn has affected our bottom line and
made us much more efficient.”
- Jim Burke, Fleet Manager, Benton County, OR

Contact us today to schedule a live
product demonstration.
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Cedar Rapids, IA 52401
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